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DISCLAIMER
This Presentation is for information purposes in connection with Q-Gold Resources Ltd.’s known as “Q-Gold” or the “Company”(s) preliminary business plan only. While the information contained herein
has been prepared in good faith, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees, consultants or advisers give, have given or have authority to give, any
representations or warranties (express or implied) as to, or in relation to, the accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability of the information in this Presentation, or any revision thereof, or of any
other written or oral information made or to be made available to any interested party or its advisers (all such information being referred to as "Information") and liability therefore is expressly
disclaimed.
Accordingly, neither the Company nor any of its shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees, consultants or advisers, take any responsibility for, or will accept any liability whether direct or
indirect, express or implied, contractual, tortious, statutory or otherwise, in respect of the accuracy or completeness of the Information or for any of the opinions contained herein or for any errors,
omissions or misstatements or for any loss, howsoever arising or out of or in connection with the use of this Presentation. Each party to whom this Presentation is made available must make its own
independent assessment of the Company and the Presentation after making such investigations and taking such advice as may be deemed necessary. Any reliance placed on the Presentation is strictly
at the risk of such person relying on such Presentation.

This Presentation may contain forward-looking statements regarding the Company and its subsidiaries, including statements with respect to workplans of the Company. These statements are based on
various assumptions made by the Company. Such assumptions are subject to factors which are beyond our control and which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which
may cause our actual results, performance or achievements to be materially different from any future results, performances or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.
Forward-looking statements may in some cases be identified by terminology such as “may”, “will”, “could”, “should”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “estimate”, “predict”, “potential” or
“continue”, the negative of such terms or other comparable terminology. These forward-looking statements are only predictions. Actual events or results may differ materially, and a number of factors
may cause our actual results to differ materially from any such statement. Such factors include among others general market conditions, demand for our products, development in reserves and
resources, unpredictable changes in regulations affecting our markets, market acceptance of products and such other factors that may be relevant from time to time.
Although we believe that the expectations and assumptions reflected in the statements are reasonable, any person relying on such Information and Presentation are cautioned that we cannot guarantee
future results, levels of activity, performance or achievement. In preparing this Presentation and except as required by law, we do not undertake or agree to any obligation or responsibility to provide the
recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or Information or to correct any inaccuracies in, or omission from this Presentation or to update publicly any forwardlooking statements for any reason after the date of this Presentation to conform these statements to actual results or to changes in our expectations.
This Presentation does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities of the Company and its subsidiaries and nothing contained
herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. Copies of this Presentation should not be distributed to any affiliates, third parties or indirect recipients in any manner
whatsoever. The distribution of this Presentation in or to persons subject to other jurisdiction may be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this Presentation comes should inform
themselves about, and observe any such restrictions. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of the relevant jurisdictions.
This Presentation is strictly confidential and may not be reproduced, disseminated or used without the express and written consent of the Company. The Information in this Presentation concerning the
business and its affairs, shareholders, directors, officers, agents, employees, consultants or advisers or any other matter must be kept confidential at all times. If the Company suffers loss, damage or
liability of any kind in connection with your breach of the restriction on reproduction or use, you will indemnify the Company from and against such loss, damage or liability.
The information contained in this presentation, including information provided by third parties, has not been independently verified and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to,
and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness, correctness or timeliness of the information or opinions expressed herein. Similarly, certain graphics contained in this
presentation have been provided by third parties and no reliance should be placed on such graphics being representations of the Company and its projects.
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OVERVIEW

Q-GOLD INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
Q-Gold Resources Ltd. (TSX-V: QGR) is a Canada-based
diversified

exploration

company

that

offers

investors

exposure to gold and silver in Mine Centre, Ontario and Peru.
Q-Gold is working to delineate a compliant resource at its

DIVERSIFIED EXPLORER
Offering exposure to both gold and silver in
multiple mining-friendly jurisdictions

high-grade gold property in Ontario and establish initial
grade and tonnage estimates at its Peru property.

HIGH-QUALITY PROSPECTS
Historical

TICKER: TSX-V: QGR

mining

and/or

recent

drilling

confirms exploration potential on properties

Shares Outstanding

42.6 M

Options
Weighted average price: $0.20

1.5 M

Warrants

0

Fully Diluted

44.1 M

Market Capitalization (CAD)
as of September 21st, 2020

$26.9 M

STRONG CATALYST PIPELINE
Property portfolio offering well-defined drill
targets and blue-sky exploration potential
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OVERVIEW

HIGH-QUALITY PROPERTY PORTFOLIO
Q-Gold is currently exploring its high-potential claims at the Surupana property in the silver-rich altiplano region of Peru as well
as its property in Mine Centre, Ontario at the previously producing high-grade Foley Gold Mine.

MINE CENTRE, ONTARIO

• HIGHLIGHTS: Previous drill campaigns return assays of up to 53.47 g/t Au

over 1.5 m and 106.7 g/t Au over 0.23 m on the Foley property.
• HISTORY: Previously produced 16,025 ounces of gold, contains 100+ goldbearing quartz veins, over 5,900 m of compliant drilling.
• LOCATION: 10,000+ acres of contiguous claims in Northwestern Ontario;
immediate access to Highway 11; 95 km between two major gold discoveries.

SURUPANA PROPERTY, PERU

• HIGHLIGHTS: Rock samples returning grades as high as 1,880 g/t Ag, a chip

sample with a value of 3,400 g/t Ag over a width of 0.4 m.
• HISTORY: Estimated twelve historical mine workings focused on high-grade
silver, copper and lead mineralization.
• LOCATION: 8,000+ hectares of concessions located in central Puno province of
southern Peru in the silver-rich altiplano region. Multiple projects nearby.
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OVERVIEW

EXPLORATION & CATALYST PIPELINE
Q1/Q2 2021 MINE CENTRE: Complete diamond

Q3 2021 MINE CENTRE: Leverage extensive

drill program at the Foley Gold Mine targeting

drilling to complete compliant 43-101 report and

the block below 122 m to the 260 m level.

delineate a resource at the Foley Gold Mine.

Q4 2020 SURUPANA: Integrate historical data,

Q2 2021 SURUPANA: Conduct diamond drill

soil sampling on surface on the caldera area

campaign targeting anomalies and areas of

containing the historical workings, IP survey

interest and attempt first estimate of grade

over soil geochemistry anomalies and caldera.

and potential tonnage.

SURUPANA PROPERTY: Offers significant upside

with historical mining and rock sampling indicating
the potential for a bulk-tonnage silver deposit.

ONGOING: Market exploration
results to fund further exploration
and create shareholder value.

MINE CENTRE: Offers drill ready targets with highprobability of high-grade gold intercepts.
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MINE CENTRE
ONTARIO

MINE CENTRE

MINE CENTRE AREA OVERVIEW
HIGHLIGHTS

GEOLOGY
• Archean intrusions filled fissures with 100+ goldbearing quartz veins

• Establishes the complex as extensive classic
Archean high-grade, lode gold vein system.

MINE CENTRE AREA
• 10,000+ acres of contiguous mining claims,

HISTORICAL WORK
• Estimated CA$12 M mine development at the Foley Mine from 1890-1930.
• 5,916 m of compliant drilling completed on the Foley Gold Mine.
• 6,594 m of compliant drilling completed at the McKenzie Gray Gold/Silver deposit.
DRILL HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE
• Foley – Hole Q-05-08 – 53.47 g/t Au – Over 1.5 m

Crown leases and leasehold patents. Largely

• Foley – Hole Q-BV-10-1 – 106.7 g/t Au – Over 0.23 m

unexplored by present-day standards.

• Foley – Hole Q-BV-12-06 – 33.38 g/t Au – Over 1.05 m

• Previously produced 16,025 ounces of gold from
the Foley and Golden Star Mines.

• McKenzie – Hole QMG09-04 – 11.39 g/t Au – Over 5.5 m

• McKenzie – Hole QMG09-05 – 16.69 g/t Au – Over 9.32 m

LOCATION

HISTORICAL REPORT

• Northwestern Ontario

1980’s report indicated the Foley Mine contained 40K tons at 14 g/t Au proven and

• Immediate access to Highway 11

probable and 400K tons at 14 g/t Au speculative (not NI 43-101 compliant) (2010

• 95 km in-between two major gold discoveries

Ontario Geological Survey - Open File Report 6244).
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MINE CENTRE

PROPERTY LOCATION
• Favourable logistics: Immediate access to Highway 11; 250 km Northwest of Thunder Bay, 65 km Northeast of U.S. border.
• Proximal to two major gold discoveries 95 km on either side of Mine Centre: Rainy River (New Gold) (4.5 M oz. Au & 11.4 M oz.
Ag) & Hammond Reef (Agnico Eagle) (4.5 M oz.).

190 km
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MINE CENTRE

GEOLOGY & INTEREST AREAS
GEOLOGY OVERVIEW:

Mine Centre Gold Camp

• Granitic-greenstone rocks with epigenetic mineral deposits (from nearsurface metamorphism)
• Sigmoidal block of Archaean granitic and metavolcanic rocks deformed
by intersection of major regional faults (quetico & seine river)
• Subsequent Archaean intrusions filled fissures with 100+ gold-bearing
quartz veins on Q-Gold properties
• Lode gold deposits spatially associated with late major shear zones
• Mine Centre and Foley mine complex established as an extensive classic
archaean high-grade, lode gold vein system

MINE CENTRE AREAS OF INTEREST:
•

Foley Gold Mine System: A gold vein system with 5,916 m of drilling and
significant historical development down to 260 m level.

•

McKenzie Gray Vein System: Gold-silver vein system with 6,594 m of
drilling confirming existence of high-grade quartz vein down to 100 m.

•

Golden Star, Manhattan, and Ferguson Vein Systems: High-potential
gold vein prospects offering tremendous optionality at Mine Centre.
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MINE CENTRE

FOLEY – DRILL RESULTS

Foley Mine 2005 Drill Program
Foley Mine Vein Complex

Recent Activity by Q-Gold:
•

Early Delineation Drilling
(1,532 m): Bonanza & Jumbo
veins in 2005.

•

Phase I (2,224 m):
Delineation diamond drill
program completed 2010.

•

Phase II (2,160 m):
Delineation drilling program
completed June 2012.

•

5,916 m successful drilling
Foley Gold Mine delineated
gold veins/ore shoots to 122
m level
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MINE CENTRE

Foley Mine 2010 Drill Program

FOLEY – DRILL PROGRAMS CONT.
Previous compliant drilling between 2005-2012 established the Foley Gold

Mine as a large deposit of spaced-out gold-bearing veins with an excellent
picture of the mine’s gold potential from surface to the 122 m level.

Foley Summary Drill Highlights
Hole

Year

From (m)

To (m)

Length (m)

Au (g/t)

Vein

Q-05-07

2005

90.70

92.00

1.3

3.38

Jumbo

Q-05-08

2005

147.3

148.8

1.5

53.47

Jumbo

Q-BV-10-1

2010

-

-

0.23

106.7

Bonanza

Q-BV-10-3

2010

-

-

1.38

4.44

Bonanza

QBV 12-06

2012

122.20

125.30

3.10

12.76

Bonanza

Inc. QBV 12-06

2012

124.25

125.30

1.05

33.38

Bonanza

QBV 12-07

2012

162.9

164.4

1.5

10.05

Bonanza

QVV 12-01

2012

10.6

10.85

0.25

12.43

Vowel
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MINE CENTRE

ADDITIONAL TARGETS
There are additional significant potential sources of future gold

McKenzie Gray Summary Drill Highlights

production in the area. The majority require further exploration and
Hole

Year

Length (m)

Au g/t

Ag g/t

QMG09-04

2009

5.5

11.39

43.69

QMG09-05

2009

9.32

16.69

20.8

QMG10-03

2010

9.25

0.44

179.79

Incl. QMG10-03

2010

5.4

0.47

263.92

QMG10-04

2010

2.9

0.31

152.72

Incl. QMG10-05

2010

3.95

0.24

123.93

QMG10-07

2010

0.15

82.82
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Incl. QMG10-10

2010

1.1

1.36

295.69

McKenzie Gray:

QMG10-11

2010

0.45

0.2

168.6

Completed a total of 6,594 m of compliant drilling. The most recent

QMG10-12

2010

0.85

10.41

156.14

included 17 drill holes (2,751 m) in 2012. Highlights are shown the right.

QMG10-14

2010

1.1

36.63

60.76

Q-MG-11-19

2011

1.1

9.43

60.92

Q-MG-11-23

2011

0.73

14.32

16.4

Q-MG-11-28

2011

0.78

10.99

56

development, with some work completed on the wholly-owned
McKenzie Gray Gold/Silver Deposit.
•

MCKENZIE GRAY GOLD/ SILVER DEPOSIT: Estimated 50,000+ oz. Au
equivalent (undeveloped)

•

GOLDEN STAR MINE: 10,758 oz. Au Production (1898-1900)

•

MANHATTAN MINE: 320’ Shaft, 10’ Wide Gold Vein at Shaft Bottom

•

DECCA MINE: Shaft (no further development)

•

FERGUSON MINE: Shaft (no further development)

Estimated ~100,000 tonnes at 8.5 g/t Au as per Ontario Geologic Survey
(not NI 43-101 compliant).
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MINE CENTRE

FOLEY GOLD MINE HISTORICAL WORKINGS
Foley Mine – Bonanza Vein

Longitudinal Section (Looking West)

EARLY HISTORY (1890’S)
•

North Shaft Sunk to 400’ Level

•

10,500 Tons Ore at 15 oz/t Produced from Stope @ 100’
Level

•

5,267 oz Gold Recovered 1898 – 1900

DEVELOPMENT WORK (1923-27)
•

$12 MM in 2012 Dollars (British Canadian Mine Ltd. –
London)

•

Offset Shaft 400’ - 850’; Winze 400’ to 150’ (if Opened to
Surface, will Provide “Production Shaft” at Considerable
Savings

•

2.5+ km of Drifts on 7 Levels

•

Operations Terminated in 1927 by Onset of “Great
Depression”

•

40K tonnes at 14 g/t Au proven/probable and 400K
tonnes at 14 g/t Au speculative as per Ontario Geologic
Survey (not NI 43-101 compliant).
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MINE CENTRE

EXPLORATION PROGRAM
Q-Gold’s goal at Mine Centre is to complete an updated 43-101 report
on the Foley Gold Mine property with the aim of delineating a
compliant resource. This work will leverage the 5,916 m of complaint

drill results from 2005-2012 along with the proposed campaign below.

2020/2021 EXPLORATION CAMPAIGN
•

Assess the historical data and evaluate the existing 3D geological
model to identify drill targets.

•

Conduct ~3,000 m of diamond drilling to infill the recent drilling at
the Foley Gold Mine and better define mineralization down to the
260 m level.

Estimated cost of the campaign is CA$1.5 million.
These results will guide subsequent exploration on the mineralization
below the -260 m level, which is open in all directions. Success at the
Foley Gold Mine complex will then be applied on other high priority
vein arrays to continue to build the project’s mineral inventory.
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SURUPANA
PERU

SURUPANA

SURUPANA PROPERTY OVERVIEW
SURUPANA PROPERTY

HIGHLIGHTS

• 8,000+ acres of concessions.
• Located in central Puno province of southern Peru in the silver-rich
altiplano region.
• An estimated twelve historical mine workings focused on high-grade

Rock

sampling

returned

96

samples

within

the

Supay

Huasi

Reconnaissance Area where three short underground adits exploited a
metre-scale vertical structure.

silver, copper and lead mineralization reported.

Area

GEOLOGY
•

Described by intermediate sulphidation epithermal model, with

measures

950m

by

800m

with

coincident

surface

rock

geochemical anomalies, including silver, copper, zinc, arsenic, mercury,
antimony and bismuth.

meaningful potential as bulk tonnage silver and base metal target.
Silver highlights include:
• Sample SUR-33 returned 1880 g/t Ag

• Sample SUR-04 returned 1460 g/t Ag
• Sample SUR-94 returned 1455 g/t Ag
• Sample SUR-57 returned 1430 g/t Ag
• Sample SUR-81 returned 1050 g/t Ag
A chip sample with a value of 3400 g/t Ag over a width of 0.4 m was
reported at the adits of the historical Supay Huasi Silver mine .
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SURUPANA

PROPERTY LOCATION
• Favourable logistics: Paved/dirt road access; National airport 100 km south at

PROPERTY LOCATION

Juliaca (population: 270,000); 830 km SE of Lima. Elevation: 4,400m to 5,150m.
• Open Altiplano pampa grass terrain. Accessible and workable year-round with the
Village of San Jose as the closest community.
• Proximal to Bear Creek’s Corani bulk tonnage Silver-Lead-Zinc project (90 km
northwest) and Minsur’s San Rafael high-grade Tin Mine (50 km northwest);

PROPERTY CONCESSIONS
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SURUPANA

GEOLOGY IN PERUVIAN ALTIPLANO
The region of the Altiplano host several mines
and exploration projects targeting porphyries
and epithermal vein deposits as well as skarn

and carbon-replacement deposits.

ALTIPLANO MINERALISATION
• Described by epithermal veins. Surupana
Property more specifically; intermediate
sulphidation veins.
• Appear genetically and spatially linked to
deep

seated

porphyry

copper-gold

deposits.
• High-sulphide deposits are formed similar

Historically, epithermal veins have been mined by underground techniques as

to low-sulphide deposits, however, at a

miners

greater depth and they display slight but

underground. However, modern mining techniques allow most epithermal

significant difference in mineralogy.

deposits to be mined using open-cut pit techniques.

followed

the

veins

from

the

surface

outcrops

to
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SURUPANA

HISTORICAL WORKINGS
Surupana Main Underground Workings

1960s-1980s
Peruvian Surupana Mining Co. carried out
small-scale surface pitting and narrow vein-

•
•

3 levels with ~300m of underground drifts.
North trending, vertical dipping, metre-scale structure
parallel to lamprophyre dykes.

style underground mining; focused on
narrow structures hosting high grade silver,
copper and lead. Work terminated in 1980s
due to the Shining Path guerrilla war.

2007-2010
Solid Mining (private co.) staked ground

1968 Historic Sampling Grades

and

•
•

completed

sampling,

minor

geology

surface

surveys

and

rock
data

compilation.

Ag: 22 to 3,400 g/t Cu: nil to 8.6%
Sulphide mineralization: tetrahedrite,
chalcopyrite, malachite, azurite,
galena, pyrite

2017-2018
Minera

Rosetta

(private

co.)

staked

concessions and preliminary recon. rock
and soil sampling.
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SURUPANA

EXPLORATION PROGRAM
Q-Gold’s goal is to extend its understanding of the Surupana Property, identify anomalies and confirm targets, and complete drilling
to confirm the mineralization and aim at a first estimate of grade and potential tonnage around the Surupana Bowl Zone.
Previous rock sampling indicated a uniform soil geochemistry with moderate Silver and Copper values (below) dispersed across the
entire 950m x 850m area, suggesting the potential for a silver and base metal bulk-tonnage exploration target.

2020/2021 EXPLORATION CAMPAIGN
1.

Integrate historical data and previous sampling exercises with a focus
on historical anomalies;

2.

Conduct initial soil sampling campaign concentrated on the central
area (caldera area) that contains the historical workings;

3.

Conduct IP geophysics over the resulting geochemistry anomalies
and the caldera area to refine target zones. Goal to cover 4 km2.

4.

Conduct diamond drilling to better define the 3D continuity of the
geological model with respect to the subtleties of epithermal veins,
which are commonly thickening and thinning along strike and dip.

Estimated cost of the Year 1 Campaign is CA$3.5 million.
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Q-GOLD
TEAM

TEAM

DIRECTORS & OFFICERS

EVAN VERYARD
CEO & DIRECTOR

DEBORAH BATTISTON
CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

DR. ANDREAS ROMPEL
VP EXPLORATION

KENNY CHOI
CORPORATE SECRETARY

Mr. Veryard is a chemical engineer who

Ms. Battiston is a CPA-CGA, she obtained

Mr. Choi is a corporate lawyer who

Dr. Rompel has over 30 years of exploration

graduated

McGill

her BA in Economics from the University of

graduated

and mining experience in a wide range of

University and an MaSc. from the Royal

Guelph and holds an ICD.D from the

JD/HBA

was

roles. He has worked in a variety of

Military College of Canada. He has experience

University of Toronto’s Rotman School of

previously an associate at a top-tier Bay

commodities, including precious metals

in investor relations working with public and

Management. Deborah has an extensive

Street firm, where he honed his skills in

and base metals as well as coking coal and

private

and

background with over 25 years of financial

areas

debt

cobalt. For more than a decade, Dr.

investor

management, including public companies,

financing, mergers and acquisitions , fund

Rompel evaluated capital projects within

awareness and raise capital. Mr. Veryard is

mergers

formation

public

Anglo American and was on the board of

also the Chairman of a national charity that

financing.

extensive

securities law. Kenny currently acts as

Spectrem (an Anglo-American Company)

works closely with Indigenous communities

experience

fast-paced

growth

corporate secretary and legal counsel to

as

on infrastructure development projects and

companies

infrastructure

creation

various publicly-traded CSE, TSX-V and

worked

capacity

having managed the financial teams for

TSX companies to help them develop

Corporate

Chairman, he gained extensive experience

many

innovative

Development,

with stakeholder engagement and working

domestic companies. Ms. Battiston serves

with federal and provincial governments.

as Chief Financial Officer and director on a

cannabis

with

a

companies
industries

building.

BEng

from

in

the

to

increase

During

metals

his

time

as

and

acquisitions,

She

also

with
and

successful,

has

tax,

international

and

and

number of public and private companies.

from

Western

program

including
and

in

corporate goals.

2013.

equity
private

solutions

University’s

to

He

and
and

achieve

their

Technical
in

evaluation

Director.

Peru

where

Manger
and

Previously,
he

was

of

responsible
acquisition

he
the

Business
for
of

the

mining

projects in North and South America.
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TEAM

DIRECTORS

ROBERT BRYCE
DIRECTOR

MO KOLSON
DIRECTOR

TITO GHANDI
DIRECTOR

Mr. Bryce is a P.Eng., MBA graduate of the University

Mr. Colson has worked in the investment industry for

Mr. Gandhi has over 30 years of business experience

of Toronto and of Western University with more than

more than 35 years and was for many years

in public and private markets buying, selling, and

50

mining

managing director for a major Canadian investment

restructuring companies. He currently serves as

experience. From 1975-1990, he led the Selbaie

dealer in the United Kingdom. He is actively involved

President and CEO of Genesis International Ltd., a

project from an advanced exploration project to a

in providing strategic counsel and assistance with

company that builds and operates casinos in

7,500 tpd producing mine. The Selbaie mine was

financing to emerging private and public companies

locations across the Caribbean, Asia and Russia. For

Quebec’s largest base metal producer for a quarter

in Canada and to Canadian companies operating

15 years, Mr. Gandhi served as President and CEO of

century. From 1990-1994, Mr Bryce was VP Mining for

internationally. He sits on the board of directors of

Office Solutions, a leading supplier of Technology

AUR

several TSX and TSX Venture listed companies and is

Solutions. The Office Solutions Group of Companies

tpd

the former President and CEO of Lithium One

were acquired by Canon Japan. Mr. Ghandi has an

Xemac

Resources. Mr. Colson holds a Masters of Business

HND

Administration degree.

University, UK.

years

of

practical

Resources

development
Louvicourt

and

mine.

where

and

he

start-up
Mr.

executive

led

of

Bryce

the

the

$280M

4,000

founded

Resources in 1996 (now Vision Lithium) and presided

in

Business

Studies

from

Hertfordshire

over the Company until 2007. He is a director of
several listed junior resource companies and a
technical advisor to others.
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INQUIRIES
Evan Veryard, CEO
Contact: Evan.Veryard@qgoldresources.com

Targeting high-grade precious metals
discoveries in two jurisdictions
TSX-V: QGR

